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INDUCTIVE MCKAY CONDITION FOR FINITE SIMPLE

GROUPS OF TYPE C

MARC CABANES AND BRITTA SPÄTH

Abstract. We verify the inductive McKay condition for simple groups of Lie
type C, namely finite projective symplectic groups. This contributes to the
program of a complete proof of the McKay conjecture for all finite groups via
the reduction theorem of Isaacs-Malle-Navarro and the classification of finite
simple groups. In an important step we use a new counting argument to
determine the stabilizers of irreducible characters of a finite symplectic group
in its outer automorphism group. This is completed by analogous results on
characters of normalizers of Sylow d-tori in those groups.

1. Introduction

The McKay conjecture is one of the most important, basic but still open among
the counting conjectures in the representation theory of finite groups. For G a finite
group and � a prime, denoting by Irr�′(G) the set of irreducible characters of G of
degree prime to �, the McKay conjecture asserts that | Irr�′(G)| = | Irr�′(N)| where
N is the normalizer in G of one of its Sylow �-subgroups. The reduction theorem of
Isaacs-Malle-Navarro [IMN07] shows that this conjecture holds if all simple groups
satisfy a stronger version of it, the so-called inductive McKay condition. Several
works have recently contributed to the verification of that condition for simple
groups. After [S12], [CS13], [CS17] and [MS16], it is left open to verify it for odd
primes � and simple groups of Lie type among B, C, D, 2D, E6,

2E6, E7, and whose
defining characteristic is some p �= �. We solve here type C.

As in several other checkings, our starting point is the criterion for the inductive
McKay condition introduced in [S12, 2.12]. The assumptions of this criterion can
be divided into a global condition, a local condition and the existence of a bijection.
Our Theorems 3.1, 5.1 and 6.2 deal separately with each part.

We should mention that Jay Taylor has proved independently Theorem 3.1 in
[T16] with different methods related to generalized Gelfand Graev representations.

Theorem 1. The inductive McKay condition from [IMN07, §10] holds for projective
symplectic groups over finite fields.

Our proof starts with the checking of the global condition in Sections 2-3. We
propose there a new method to study the stabilizers of irreducible characters, thus
establishing the assumption from Theorem 2.12(v) in [S12]. In the types B, C and E7

we show that this condition holds if and only if two numbers of invariant characters
coincide; see Proposition 2.2. Thanks to Brauer’s permutation lemma, one of those
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numbers can be computed by counting conjugacy classes invariant under certain
automorphisms. The other number is also determined in a very elementary way.
We provide explicit formulas in the case of a group G = GF whereG is a symplectic
group over Fp and F is a Frobenius endomorphism associated with the subfield Fq

of Fp.
Sections 4–5 then consider the characters of the relevant local subgroups, namely

N = NG(S)F where S is a so-called Sylow d-torus of G for d the order of q mod �.
The groups CG(S)F and NG(S)F /CG(S)F have a well-known “generic” description
(see [BM92]), but knowing enough of the structure of N = NG(S)F to get decisive
information on Irr(N) requires nevertheless a lot of specific work. The general
strategy used here is the one of Section 5 of [CS17]. Most of the additional effort
is devoted to the structure of groups closely related to the extended Weyl groups
of type C, using certain elements defined in the associated braid group.

As a corollary of the latter considerations we obtain a bijection for G̃F (a con-
formal symplectic group) as required in the criterion of [S12, 2.12]; see Theorem
6.2. In Section 6 we also assemble our previous results to conclude our proof of
Theorem 1.

2. Notation and general considerations

We first explore how to ensure assumption 2.12(v) of Theorem 2.12 in [S12] for
certain simple groups of Lie type. This assumption requires that given a prime �
every χ ∈ Irr�′(G) has a stabilizer in Out(G) of a specific structure, where G is the
universal covering group of the simple group considered. Note that in the case of
a simple group of Lie type C, B or E7, we have Out(G) ∼= C2 × Cm (m ≥ 1) where
the first factor corresponds to the so-called “diagonal” automorphisms and the
second factor corresponds to field automorphisms. The condition in [S12, 2.12(v)]
then clearly reduces to the fact that stabilizers of elements of Irr(G) in Out(G) are
subproducts of the above direct product.

Let Gsc be a simple simply connected algebraic group over Fp (p a prime). Let
F0 : Gsc → Gsc be a Frobenius endomorphism defining Gsc over Fp. Let F1 be a
power of F0 and F a power of F1, which then induces an automorphism of GF

sc.
Denote G = GF

sc. We assume fixed (Gsc, F ); only F1 will be allowed to vary.

Let Gsc → G̃ be a regular embedding endowed with a Frobenius and field
automorphism extending our initial F , F1 (see the next section for an explicit

choice in the relevant cases). Denote G̃ = G̃F . Let δ : G → G be a non-interior

diagonal automorphism, that is, the conjugation by an element of G̃ \GC
˜G(G).

Recall that for a finite group H, Cl(H) denotes the set of conjugacy classes and
Irr(H) the set of irreducible (ordinary) characters. As above we denote by Cl(H)A

the A-invariant conjugacy classes of H, whenever a group A acts on H and Cl(H)a

for Cl(H)〈a〉 for any a ∈ A.

Definition 2.1. Let c(δ, F1) = |Cl(G)δF1 | and let d(G̃, F1) be the number of char-

acters of G̃ whose Irr(G̃/G)-orbit has length |G̃/G| and is F1-stable. (Here the

action of Irr(G̃/G) on Irr(G̃) is given by multiplication with the linear characters.)

The relevance to our purpose comes from the following

Proposition 2.2. Assume that the root system of Gsc is of type B, C or E7, and
that p �= 2. Then the following two statements are equivalent:
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(1) c(δ, F1) = |G̃ : G|−1d(G̃, F1) for any pair (δ, F1) as above.
(2) For every χ ∈ Irr(G) and (δ, F1), one can have χF1 = χδ only if χ = χF1 =

χδ.

Proof. We use the same letters to denote the images of δ and F1 in the outer
automorphism group.

We first note that |G̃ : G|−1d(G̃, F1) = | Irr(G)〈δ,F1〉|. Indeed in the types consid-

ered, G̃ acts on Irr(G) by δ and characters of G̃ restrict to G without multiplicity.

Then by Clifford theory, the set Irr(G)δ = Irr(G)
˜G is the image by restriction of

Irr′(G̃), the set of characters of G̃ that restrict irreducibly to G. The fibers have

cardinality |G̃ : G|. The restrictions that are F1-fixed are the ones that are the

restriction of an element of Irr(G̃) which is sent by F1 to a multiple by a linear

character of G̃/G. This gives our claim.
Now (1) is equivalent to the equality |Cl(G)δF1 | = | Irr(G)〈δ,F1〉|. Thanks to

Brauer’s permutation lemma (see [I, 6.32]), (1) is then equivalent to

| Irr(G)δF1 | = | Irr(G)〈δ,F1〉|.

The above is easily seen to be equivalent to (2) by changing F1 into a power
giving its inverse on G. �

The number d(G̃, F1) from Definition 2.1 is accessible via the following counting

in the dual group. Let G̃∗ be dual to G̃ with associated endomorphisms F1 and

F in the sense of [CE, 8.4]. If s ∈ G̃∗ we denote by A(s) the group of connected

components of the stabilizer of sZ(G̃∗) in G̃∗. We abbreviate G̃∗ = G̃∗F .

Lemma 2.3. Keep the same hypotheses as in Proposition 2.2 above. Then d(G̃, F1)

is the number of G̃∗-conjugacy classes of pairs (s, λ) where s ∈ G̃∗ is semi-simple,
λ ∈ E(C

˜G∗(s), 1) (unipotent characters) is such that the stabilizer of λ under A(s)F

is trivial, and the G̃∗-conjugacy class of (sZ(G̃∗), λ) is F1-stable.

Proof. We have seen in the proof of Proposition 2.2 that d(G̃, F1) is the number

of elements of Irr(G̃) that restrict irreducibly to G and whose image under F1 is a

multiple by a (linear) character of G̃/G. Through Lusztig’s Jordan decomposition

of characters of G̃, the elements of Irr(G̃) are parametrized (s, λ) �→ χs,λ by G̃∗-

conjugacy classes of pairs (s, λ) with s ∈ G̃∗F
ss, λ ∈ E(C

˜G∗(s)F , 1). The action
of F1 is then given by acting on the pair (s, λ) (see [CS13, 3.1]). By [L88, 5.1],
the restriction of χs,λ to G has |A(s)λ| distinct irreducible components (see also
[CE, 15.14.(i)-(ii)]). The character χs,λ then restricts irreducibly to G if and only

if A(s)Fλ = 1. The action of linear characters of G̃/G also corresponds to Z(G̃∗)F -
translation of s (see [CE, 8.26]). This gives our claim. �

3. The global condition in type C

In this section we prove Theorem 3.1 essentially by verifying the statement of
Proposition 2.2(1) in the particular case where Gsc has a root system of type Cl,
l ≥ 1. Accordingly, from now on we assume that p is an odd prime, Gsc = Sp2l(Fp),

G̃ = CSp2l(Fp), F0 : G̃ → G̃ is the raising of matrix entries to the p-th power,

F = F a
0 for some a ≥ 1, q = pa, G = Sp2l(q) = GF and G̃ := CSp2l(q).
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Theorem 3.1. Let χ ∈ Irr(G). Let F1 : G → G be a field automorphism, i.e. the
restriction to G of a power of F0, and let δ : G → G be a diagonal automorphism,

that is, the conjugation by an element of G̃. Then the equality χF1 = χδ implies
χ = χF1 = χδ.

Before computing the number of δF1-invariant G-conjugacy classes in G we de-
scribe in general their parametrization and the action of automorphisms in terms of
their parameters. In a second part of this section we compute the relevant number

of characters of G̃.

3.A. Conjugacy classes. We first recall the parametrization of conjugacy classes
of finite symplectic groups (see [W63, 2.6], [Mi69, §3]).

In the following we denote by Fq the set F
×
p / 〈F 〉 of orbits of F×

p under the map

F taking the q-th power. For any P ∈ Fq, we denote by P−1 ∈ Fq the set of
inverses of elements of P .

Let V = (Fq)
2l (l ≥ 1) be the symplectic space over Fq whose form 〈 , 〉V is

given by

(
0 −Jl
Jl 0

)
with Jl = (δi,l+1−j)1≤i,j≤n. We identify G with Sp(V ).

We recall the parametrization of Cl(G) following the approach of Cikunov-Milnor
(see [Mi69, §3]): The conjugacy class containing x ∈ G corresponds to (m,Ψ+,Ψ−),
where m : Fq ×Z≥1 → Z≥0 and Ψ+,Ψ− : Z≥1 → F×

q /(F
×
q )

2 are defined at the class
of x as follows. First m is given by the Jordan normal form of x seen as an element
of GL2l(q), namely m(P, j) is the number of Jordan blocks of size j associated to
any eigenvalue of x belonging to P .

Let ε = ±1; then Ψε is defined as follows. For j ≥ 1, let Kj(ε) := ker((x− ε)j)
and V ′

2j(ε) := K2j(ε)/(K2j−1(ε) + (x − ε)K2j+1(ε)), an m(ε, 2j)-dimensional Fq-

space. Then via (ū, v̄)j,ε = 〈(x− x−1)2j−1u, v〉V for any u, v ∈ K2j(ε) one obtains
a symmetric non-degenerate form on V ′

2j(ε). One defines Ψ+, Ψ− such that Ψε(j)
gives the Witt type of ( , )j,ε and equals 1 whenever m(ε, 2j) = 0.

Theorem 3.2. Let C be the set of triples (m,Ψ+,Ψ−) with m : Fq × Z≥1 → Z≥0

and Ψ+,Ψ− : Z≥1 → F×
q /(F

×
q )

2 that satisfy m(P−1, j) = m(P, j), m(1, 2j − 1) ∈
2Z, m(−1, 2j−1) ∈ 2Z for every (P, j) ∈ Fq×Z≥1, and

∑
(P,j)∈Fq×Z≥1

j ·m(P, j) ·
|P | = 2l. Then the conjugacy classes of GF are parametrized by C through the
description given above.

Clearly outer automorphisms of G act on Cl(G) and hence on the parametrizing
set C. The action of diagonal automorphisms has already been (implicitly) used in
[L77, 6.3.3] (see also the computation of the centralizers of unipotent elements in
[LS]). We provide a proof for completeness.

Proposition 3.3. Let x ∈ G and (m,Ψ+,Ψ−) be the parameter of the conjugacy
class containing x.

(1) For a field automorphism F1 the element F1(x) belongs to the conjugacy
class (F1(m),Ψ+,Ψ−) where F1(m)(F1(P ), j) := m(P, j) for every (P, j) ∈
Fq × Z≥1.

(2) For δ a non-interior diagonal automorphism of G (induced by an element of

G̃\Z(G̃)G) the conjugacy class containing δ(x) corresponds to (m,Ψ′
+,Ψ

′
−),

where for every ε ∈ {±1}, j ≥ 1, one has Ψ′
ε(j) �= Ψε(j) if and only if

m(ε, 2j) is odd.
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Proof. Via the action of F1 on the conjugacy classes of GL2l(q) one easily under-
stands the induced action on the first parameter. On the other hand it is clear that
F1 is induced by an automorphism of the ground field Fq of the space V and induces
the same on the V ′

i ’s. It preserves the equivalence class of any bilinear form. This
completes the proof of (1).

For part (2) we consider the action of the conformal group G̃ on G. Because of

G̃ ≤ GL(V ), the map m is in the triple of C corresponding to δ(x). We now turn
to check the effect of δ on the parameters Ψ.

By decomposing V into an orthogonal direct sum (see [Mi69, Th 3.2]) it is
sufficient to check the case where m has only one non-zero value corresponding to
an eigenvalue ±1. Since it is easy to deduce the case of −1 from the case of 1, we
assume y := x−1V has Jordan type Jor(d)(m) with md = 2l and Jor(d) is the d×d
matrix whose (i, i+ 1) terms equal 1 and all others 0.

For odd d, the above parametrization tells us that the Jordan form gives only
one conjugacy class, so the latter is preserved by diagonal automorphisms.

Assume now d is even. Let us recall the associated non-degenerate symmetric
form ( , )x defined on V ′ = V/yV by (v+yV, v′+yV )x := 〈(x−x−1)d−1v, v′〉V for
any v, v′ ∈ V . We must show that the Witt types of ( , )x and ( , )δ(x) coincide
for even m and always differ for odd m.

For every a ∈ GLl(q) and λ ∈ F×
q , the matrices D(a) :=

(
a 0
0 Jl

ta−1Jl

)
∈

Sp2l(q) and cλ :=

(
λIl 0
0 Il

)
commute. Moreover the elements cλ generate

CSp2l(q)/ Sp2l(q). When a is a direct sum of unipotent Jordan blocks all of size d

a divisor of l, then D(a)− 1 is indeed of type Jor(d)(2
l
d ) = Jor(d)(m), and we have

just seen that its centralizer covers the quotient CSp(V )/ Sp(V ). So CSp(V ) fixes
that conjugacy class. Hence it also fixes the conjugacy class with opposite Ψ. This
shows our claim in the case where m is even.

In the case where m = 2m′ + 1 is odd, let us split the space into a sum V1 ⊥ V2

where V1 has dimension 2m′d and V2 has dimension d (recall that md, hence d, is
even, so this is possible). Both V1 and V2 can be assumed to be endowed with forms
of the type above with respect to matrices Jm′d and Jd/2. Let D(a′) ∈ Sp(V1) be as
in our first case with a′ a direct sum ofm′ unipotent Jordan blocks of size d. Let b be

a unipotent Jordan block of size d/2 and let E :=

(
b bJd/2
0 Jd/2

tb−1Jd/2

)
. The latter

is clearly in Sp(V2), unipotent. The rank of E − Id is easily checked to be d, since
the elements on the upper second diagonal of length d−1 are 1d/2(−1)d/2−1 (we use
exponential notation for tuples). So E is unipotent of Jordan type Id+Jor(d). Now
the element x := D(a′) ⊥ E ∈ Sp(V1 ⊥ V2) is unipotent of type I2l + Jor(d)(m).
An element of CSp(V1 ⊥ V2) can be formed by taking cλ’s as above with the same
λ ∈ F×

q on V1 and V2. On V1 it commutes with D(a′) while on V2 it conjugates

E into Eλ =

(
b λbJd/2
0 Jd/2

tb−1Jd/2

)
. The bilinear form ( , )x associated with x

is clearly an orthogonal sum of the forms associated with D(a′) and E. On V1

the form is unaffected by the conjugation, since D(a′) is not changed. Let us
show that the form coming from V2 (on a line) is multiplied by λ. Numbering
the basis of V2 used for the matrix above as e1 . . . ed, the associated orthogonal
space can be identified with the line generated by ed and the form is defined by
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(ed, ed)Eλ
= 〈(Eλ − E−1

λ )d−1ed, ed〉V2
. The elements on the upper diagonal of size

d − 1 in Eλ − E−1
λ are 2d/2−1(2λ)1(−2)d/2−1 (exponential notation again), and

therefore (Eλ −E−1
λ )d−1ed = (−1)d/2−12d−1λe1 = λ(E −E−1)d−1ed. So it is clear

that (ed, ed)Eλ
= λ(ed, ed)E, hence our claim. �

Note that by the above statement the analogue of Theorem 3.1 clearly holds for
conjugacy classes. We use the above description to count the number cl(δ, F1) of
conjugacy classes of G = Sp2l(q) (l ≥ 1) that are δF1-invariant where F1 is a power
of F0 and δ a non-inner diagonal automorphism of G.

Proposition 3.4. Let q1 = |FF1
q |. Then∑

n≥0

cn(δ, F1)t
n =

∏
i≥1

(1 + t2i)2

1− q1ti
.

Proof. This is shown via considerations analogous to [W63, p. 38].
By Proposition 3.3, we have to count all triples (m,Ψ+,Ψ−) ∈ C with F1(m) =

m and such that m(±1, 2j) is even for all j ≥ 1. Let an be the number of conjugacy
classes of Sp2n(q) without ±1 as an eigenvalue, and f0(t, q) =

∑
n≥0 ant

n be its

generating function (denoted as F0(t
1/2) in [W63, p. 37]). Let

Partn := {m = (m1,m2, . . .) | mi ∈ Z≥0 and
∑
i

imi = n},

s(m) := |{i | m2i �= 0}|, bn :=
∑

m∈Partn
2s(m) and f ′

+(t) =
∑

n≥0 bnt
n. Each

element x ∈ G induces an x-stable orthogonal decomposition V = V0 ⊥ V± with x
having no eigenvalue ±1 on V0 and only ±1 on V±. The restrictions are described
by the maps m and (Ψ+,Ψ−) respectively. The condition that F1(m) = m means
that the restriction of x to V0 has to be in Sp(V0)

F1 . Inputting also the condition
on (Ψ+,Ψ−) coming from δF1-stability, we get∑

n≥0

cn(δ, F1)t
n = f0(t, q1)f

′
+(t)

2.

One has f0(t, q1) =
∏

i≥1
(1−ti)2

1−q1ti
according to [W63, p. 37]. On the other hand

by the definition of bn we easily get

f ′
+(t) = (1+t+ t2 + . . . )(1 + 2t2+2t4+. . . )(1 + t3+t6+. . . )(1 + 2t4+2t8 + . . . ) . . .

=
∏
i≥1

1 + t2i

1− ti
.

So we get indeed f0(t, q1)f
′
+(t)

2 =
∏

i≥1
(1+t2i)2

1−q1ti
and our claim. �

3.B. Counting certain characters. In the next step we compute the number

d(G̃, F1) from Definition 2.1 using the reformulation of Lemma 2.3. As above F1

acts on G̃ = CSp2l(q) by raising the matrix entries to the q1-th power, with q a

power of q1. Recall d(G̃, F1) from Definition 2.1.

Proposition 3.5. Denote d′l := (q−1)−1d(G̃, F1) for G̃ = CSp2l(Fp), with d′0 = 1.
Then ∑

n≥0

d′nt
n =

⎛⎝∑
j≥0

tj
2+j

⎞⎠∏
i≥1

1

(1− q1ti)(1− t2i)
.
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Proof. With our choice of G̃ = CSp2n(Fp), we get for G̃
∗ the connected component

of 1 in the Clifford group (see [L77, 8.1]), denoted by G0
2n+1. Let G̃∗ = G̃∗F and

Z := Z(G̃∗) be a one-dimensional torus. If s ∈ G̃∗ is semi-simple recall A(s) the

group of components of the stabilizer of s′ := sZ in G̃∗. We now enumerate the

(G̃∗-conjugacy classes of) pairs (s, λ) with the properties given in Lemma 2.3 above.

Recall G̃∗/Z = (G∗)ad = SO(V ) = SO2n+1(Fp) is the adjoint group of type Bn

where V is a (2n + 1)-dimensional Fq-vector space. The centralizers in SO(V ) of
semi-simple elements s′ ∈ SO2n+1(Fq) are described for instance in [FS89, p. 126].

One has CG∗(s′) = SO(V )∩(O(V 1)×O(V −1)×
∏

ζ∈S′ GLm(ζ)(Fp)) where ζ ranges

over the set S′ of classes mod inversion of the eigenvalues �= ±1 of s′. The connected
centralizer is C◦

G∗(s′) = SO(V 1) × SO(V −1) ×
∏

ζ∈S′ GLm(ζ)(Fp)). Denoting V =

V
F
, one also has CG∗(s′) = SO(V )∩ (O(V1)×O(V−1)×

∏
ω∈S′/〈F 〉 GLm(ω)(±q|ω|))

where ω ranges over the orbits of F on S′, and GLn(−q) denotes a unitary group
in dimension n.

A unipotent character λ of C
˜G∗(s) is also one of its central quotient C◦

G∗(s′)F .
By the decription above one sees it as a triple

λ = (λ1, λ−1, (λω)ω) ∈ E(SO(V1), 1)× E(SO(V−1), 1)×
∏
ω

E(GLm(ω)(±q|ω|), 1).

Note that E(GLm(ω)(±q|ω|), 1) identifies with the partitions of the integer m(ω).
Let us first deal with the first two terms in the triple above. Note that −1

has to have even multiplicity as an eigenvalue of s′ since s′ has determinant 1.
Then the eigenspace of the eigenvalue 1 satisfies V 1 �= 0 and 2 � dim(V 1). The
centralizer of s′ ∈ SO2n+1(Fp) is non-connected if and only if in addition V −1 �= 0.
Then A(s)F = A(s) acts by the diagonal outer automorphism on both summands
SO(V 1)

F and SO(V −1)
F of the connected centralizer. All unipotent characters of

finite special orthogonal groups are fixed by diagonal automorphisms except the so-
called twin characters in type D2m (see [L88, 5.1] and the remark following it). This
type may occur only as SO(V −1) since V 1 has odd dimension. So the condition
that A(s)F has a trivial stabilizer on our unipotent character of the connected
centralizer is that one of the following two conditions are satisfied:

(a) A(s) = 1 or equivalently V −1 = 0.
(b) V −1 has dimension 4m �= 0 and the unipotent character λ−1 of SO(V −1)

F

is a twin character (then |A(s)| = 2).
Unipotent characters of SO2m(q) are parametrized by classes of symbols (S, T )

(see [L77, 8.2.(i)]). Twin characters correspond to the so-called degenerate symbols
with S = T . The number of classes of degenerate symbols of rank 2m is p(m), the
number of partitions of m. So the number of possible unipotent characters is then
2 · p(m).

As for the condition on F1-stability in Lemma 2.3, it is equivalent to S′ being

F1-stable or that the restriction of s′ to V 0 := V
⊥
1 ∩ V

⊥
−1 is in SO(V 0)

F1 .

Each class in G∗ from (a) above gives rise to q − 1 classes in G̃∗, while the ones
from part (b) give rise to (q − 1)/2 (see for instance [L77, §6.4 p. 154]). So the
number we compute is

d′n = an +
bn
2
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where an is the number of G̃∗-classes of pairs (sZ, λ) from Lemma 2.3 satisfying

the condition (a), and bn is the number of G̃∗-classes of pairs (sZ, λ) satisfying
(b). Recall that unipotent characters of SO2n+1(q) are parametrized by the set of
classes of symbols of rank n and odd defect (see [L77, 8.2.(i)]). Denote by φn its
cardinality. Then ∑

n≥0

ant
2n+1 = f0(t

2, q1)
∑
m≥0

φmt2m+1

where as before f0(t
2, q) :=

∏
m≥1

(1−t2m)2

1−qt2m is the generating function denoted

by F0(t) in [W63, p. 37] and representing the number of conjugacy classes in
Sp2n(q) (or SO+

2n(q)) without eigenvalue 1 or −1. Indeed, by Jordan decompo-
sition in even-dimensional orthogonal groups O2m(q1), choosing simultaneously a
semi-simple element s′ without eigenvalue ±1 and a unipotent character for each

factor GLm(ω)(±q
|ω|
1 ) corresponding with the F1-orbit of eigenvalues mod inversion

ω of s′ in the centralizer of s′ is combinatorially equivalent to enumerating in the
same group the conjugacy classes of elements without ±1 as eigenvalue, whence the
function f0(t

2, q1) (see [W63, 2.6.12]) in the formula above.
By the discussion made before about case (b), we also get∑

n≥0

bnt
2n+1 = f0(t

2, q1) · (
∑
m≥0

φmt2m+1) · (
∑
m>0

2 · p(m)t4m).

So ∑
n≥0

d′nt
2n+1 = f0(t

2, q1) · (
∑
m≥0

φmt2m+1) · P(t4)

where P is the generating function of partitions,

P(t) =
∑
m≥0

p(m)tm =
∏
m>0

(1− tm)−1.

According to [L77, 3.4.1], one has
∑

m≥0 φmtm = P(t)2
∑

j≥0 t
j2+j . So∑

n≥0

d′nt
2n+1 = tf0(t

2, q1)P(t2)2P(t4)
∑
j≥0

t2(j
2+j).

We deduce our claim (at t2) by substituting the formula given above for f0(t
2, q1).

�

3.C. Proof of Theorem 3.1. In view of Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 2.3, we now
have to compare the generating functions given by Propositions 3.4 and 3.5. After
multiplication by

∏
i≥1 1− q1t

i the sought equality amounts to∑
i≥0

ti
2+i =

∏
i≥1

(1− t2i)
∏
i≥1

(1 + t2i)2,

an obvious consequence of the Jacobi triple product identity∑
n∈Z

xn2

yn =
∏
m≥1

(
1− x2m

) (
1 + x2m−1y

) (
1 + x2m−1y−1

)
.
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4. The local condition - general tools

Our goal in this and the following section is to prove Theorem 5.1, namely that

assumption 2.12(vi) of [S12] is satisfied for a choice of G, G̃, N and D adapted
to quasi-simple groups of type Cl. This assumption requires that the stabilizers of
some characters of local subgroups have a particular structure. Like in [M07] we
choose the local subgroups (called N in [S12, 2.12]) as normalizers of Sylow d-tori.
Sylow d-tori have been introduced in [BM92, 3.C] under the name of Sylow Φd-tori.

In the case where the underlying root system is of type Al the analogous state-
ment has been proven in Theorem 5.1 of [CS17]. In [MS16, §3] this property of
characters of normalizers of Sylow d-tori has been proven for d ∈ {1, 2}. (In a more
general sense Prop. 3.6 of [S12] can be seen as an analogue for the case where the
characteristic of the underlying field coincides with the prime �, but there the local
groups to consider are different.)

In this section we generalize the considerations of §5 of [CS17] and clarify which
computations have to be done for each type and which arguments from [CS17, §5]
can be transferred; see Theorems 4.3 and 4.4. We then distinguish two cases,
depending on the centralizer of a Sylow d-torus being a torus or not. We start by
introducing the relevant notation and recalling some definitions for later use. In
the next section we consider in turn the regular and non-regular case and prove
Theorem 5.1 by applying Theorems 4.3 and 4.4.

In contrast to the preceding section where the symplectic group over a finite
group was considered as a matrix group we see here this group as a finite subgroup
of an algebraic group whose elements are subject to the Chevalley relations. This
allows one to formulate some results in greater generality. We follow here the
notation introduced in [MS16, §2].

Notation 4.1. Let p be a prime. Let G be a simply connected simple algebraic
group over an algebraic closure Fp of Fp. Let B be a Borel subgroup of G with
maximal torusT. Let Φ, Φ+ and Δ denote the set of roots, positive roots and simple
roots of G that are determined by T and B. Let N := NG(T), W := NG(T)/T
be the Weyl group of G, and let ρ : N → W be the defining epimorphism.

For the calculations with elements of G, we use the Chevalley generators subject
to the Steinberg relations as in [GLS, Thm. 1.12.1], i.e., the elements xα(t1), nα(t2)
and hα(t2) (α ∈ Φ, t1, t2 ∈ Fq with t2 �= 0) defined therein.

The following endomorphisms ofG will be of particular interest. Let F0 : G → G
be the field automorphism of G given by

F0(xα(t)) = xα(t
p) for every t ∈ Fq and α ∈ Φ.

Any length-preserving automorphism of Φ stabilizing Δ induces a graph automor-
phism γ of G satisfying

γ(xα(t)) = xγ(α)(t) for every t ∈ Fq and α ∈ ±Δ.

Clearly F0 and γ commute. Let E0 be the subgroup ΓK ≤ Aut(G) from [GLS,
Def. 1.15.5] corresponding to the length-preserving automorphisms of Δ.

Let r be the rank of Z(G) (as abelian group) and Z := (F
×
q )

r a torus. Via the

identification of Z(G) with a subgroup of Z we set G̃ := G ×Z(G) Z. We obtain

a regular embedding ιreg : G → G̃ in the sense of [CE, 15.1]. Let T̃ := TZ and
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Ñ := NZ. Like in [MS16, 2.B] we extend the field and graph endomorphisms

introduced above to endomorphisms of G̃.
We consider the Steinberg endomorphism F := Fm

0 γ for some positive integer m

with γ ∈ E0. Hence F defines an Fq-structure on G̃ with q := pm. We let G := GF

and G̃ := G̃F .
Let D be the subgroup of Aut(G) generated by F0 and graph automorphisms

commuting with F . Then G̃�D is well defined and induces all automorphisms of
G; see [GLS, Thm. 2.5.1]. For later it is relevant that by definition D acts on the
set of F -stable subgroups of G.

Let V := 〈nα(−1) | α ∈ Φ〉, H := T ∩ V and φ be the automorphism of
ZΦ of finite order induced by F . Let E1 = CE0

(γ), exp(E1) its exponent, let
e := o(φ) exp(E1)|V |, and let E := Cem ×E1 act on GF em

0 such that a generat-

ing element F̂0 of Cem acts by F0 and the second factor acts in the natural way

(by graph automorphisms). We denote by F̂ the element γF̂m
0 of E inducing the

automorphism F on GF em
0 .

Definition 4.2 ([CS17, Def. 5.7]). Let Y � X be finite groups. We say that
maximal extendibility holds with respect to Y �X if every χ ∈ Irr(Y ) extends (as
an irreducible character) to Xχ (stabilizer). Then, an extension map with respect
to Y �X is a map

Λ : Irr(Y ) →
⋃

Y≤I≤X

Irr(I)

such that for every χ ∈ Irr(X) the character Λ(χ) ∈ Irr(Xχ) is an extension of χ.

When Y �X and χ ∈ Irr(Y ), χ′ ∈ Irr(X), let us recall the notations Irr(X | χ),
Irr(Y | χ′), denoting the set of irreducible components of IndXY (χ) and ResXY (χ′),
respectively.

We now formally give a criterion to check assumption 2.12(iv) of [S12]. This
summarizes and generalizes considerations from [CS17, §5] that appeared there
only in the context of type A.

Theorem 4.3. Let d be a positive integer. Assume there exists an element v ∈ V

such that for the Sylow d-torus S of (T, vF ) the groups N := NG(S)vF , Ñ :=

N
˜G(S)vF , N̂ := (C

GFem
0 E

(vF̂ ))S, C := CG(S)vF and C̃ := C
˜G(S)vF satisfy the

following conditions:

(i) S is a Sylow d-torus of (G, vF ).
(ii) There exists some set T ⊆ Irr(C), such that

(ii.1) Ñξ = C̃ξNξ for every ξ ∈ T ,

(ii.2) (ÑN̂)IndN
C (ξ) = ÑIndN

C (ξ)N̂IndN
C (ξ) for every ξ ∈ T , and

(ii.3) T contains some C̃-transversal of Irr(C).
(iii) There exists an extension map Λ with respect to C �N such that

(iii.1) Λ is N̂-equivariant.

(iii.2) If D is non-cyclic, every character ξ ∈ Irr(C) has an extension ξ̂ ∈
Irr(N̂ξ) with Res

̂Nξ

Nξ
(ξ̂) = Λ(ξ) and vF̂ ∈ ker(ξ̂).

(iv) Let Wd := N/C and Ŵd := N̂/C. For ξ ∈ Irr(C) and ξ̃ ∈ Irr(C̃ξ | ξ) let

W
˜ξ := N

˜ξ/C, Wξ := Nξ/C, K := NWd
(Wξ,W˜ξ) and K̂ := N

̂Wd
(Wξ,W˜ξ).

Then there exists for every η0 ∈ Irr(W
˜ξ) some η ∈ Irr(Wξ | η0) such that
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(iv.1) η is K̂η0
-invariant.

(iv.2) If D is non-cyclic, η extends to some η̂ ∈ Irr(K̂η) with vF̂ ∈ ker(η̂).

Then for every Sylow d-torus S0 of (G, F ), N0 := NG(S0)
F , Ñ0 := N

˜G(S0)
F and

ψ ∈ Irr(Ñ0) there exists some ψ0 ∈ Irr(N0 | ψ) such that

(1) O0 = (G̃F ∩O0)� (D ∩O0) for O0 := GF (G̃F �D)S0,ψ0
, and

(2) ψ0 extends to (G�D)S0,ψ0
.

This ensures assumption 2.12(vi) of [S12] with that choice of groups.

Proof. First we relate the groups N and Ñ with the groups N0 and Ñ0: the con-
siderations in subsection 5.1 of [CS17], especially in the proof of Proposition 5.3
establish an isomorphism

ε : G̃F �D → C
˜GFem

0 E
(vF̂ )/

〈
vF̂

〉
.

Applying this isomorphism proves the equivalence of the following two statements:

(i) Let S0 be a Sylow d-torus of (G, F ), N0 := NG(S0)
F , Ñ0 := N

˜G(S0)
F and

ψ ∈ Irr(Ñ0). Then there exists some ψ0 ∈ Irr(N0 | ψ) such that

• O0 = (G̃F ∩O0)� (D ∩O0) for O0 := GF (G̃F �D)S0,ψ0
, and

• ψ0 extends to (G�D)S0,ψ0
.

(ii) For every χ ∈ Irr(Ñ) there exists some χ0 ∈ Irr(N | χ) such that

• (ÑN̂)χ0
= Ñχ0

N̂χ0
, and

• χ0 has an extension χ̃0 to (N̂)χ0
with vF̂ ∈ ker(χ̃).

If D is cyclic, the characters χ0 and ψ0 have automatically the second property by
[I, Cor. (11.22)].

We use the extension map Λ for C � N from assumption (iii). Note that for

every t ∈ (T̃vF )ξ and ξ̃ ∈ Irr(〈C, t〉 | ξ) the character ν ∈ Irr(Nξ) given by Λ(ξ)t =
Λ(ξ)ν is the lift of a faithful character of Nξ/N˜ξ by straightforward computations.

By the proof of Proposition 5.10 of [CS17] based on Clifford theory we obtain a
parametrization of Irr(N): Let P be the set of pairs (ξ, η) with ξ ∈ Irr(C) and
η ∈ Irr(Wξ) with Wξ = Nξ/C. Then

Π : P → Irr(N) defined by (ξ, η) �−→ IndNNξ
(Λ(ξ)η)(4.1)

is surjective and satisfies

(i) Π(ξ, η) = Π(ξ′, η′) if and only if ξ′ = ξn and η′ = ηn for some n ∈ N ,

(ii) Π(ξ, η)σ = Π(ξσ, ησ) for every σ ∈ N̂ ,

(iii) Π(ξ, η)t = Π(ξt, ηνt) for every t ∈ T̃vF , where νt ∈ Irr(Nξt) is defined by
Λ(ξ)t = Λ(ξt)νt. If ξt = ξ, then νt satisfies ker(νt) = N

˜ξ for any extension

ξ̃ of ξ to 〈C, t〉.
For a given ξ ∈ Irr(C) and ξ̃ ∈ Irr(C̃ξ | ξ) the map t �→ νt defines a bijection

between C̃ξ/CC
˜C(G) and Irr(Nξ/N˜ξ).

With the above we prove the required property of characters of N . Let χ ∈
Irr(Ñ). Then we can choose χ1 ∈ Irr(N | χ) such that χ1 = Π(ξ, η) for (ξ, η) ∈ P
and some character ξ ∈ T . (Note that T contains some C̃-transversal of Irr(C).)
We first show that some Cξ-conjugate χ0 of χ1 satisfies

(ÑN̂)χ0
= Ñχ0

N̂χ0
.
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By the properties of T and Π every x ∈ (ÑN̂)χ1
can be written as ñn̂ with ñ ∈ Ñξ

and n̂ ∈ N̂ξ after some N -multiplication. We can write ñ = tn with t ∈ C̃ξ and
n ∈ Nξ by the assumptions on T . Accordingly we can compute as in the proof of
Proposition 5.13 of [CS17] the following:

Π(ξ, η)x = Π(ξ, η)ñn̂ = Π(ξ, (ην)nn̂),

where ν ∈ Irr(Wξ) is the character defined by Λ(ξ)t = Λ(ξ)ν. Since χ1 is ñn̂-

invariant this implies η = (ην)n̂. (Recall n ∈ Nξ and hence ηn = η.) Accordingly

n̂ stabilizes Irr(W
˜ξ | η) and hence n̂C ∈ WξK̂η0

for some η0 ∈ Irr(W
˜ξ | η). If η is

the character from (iv) it is K̂η0
-invariant. Then ηn̂ = η and hence ην = η. This

implies t ∈ C̃Λ(ξ)η and

Π(ξ, η)n̂ = Π(ξ, η) = Π(ξ, η)ñ.

By conjugating χ1 with elements of Cξ one obtains some χ0 = Π(ξ, η) with ξ ∈ T
and η ∈ Irr(Wξ | η0) with properties as in (iv). Then

(ÑN̂)χ0
= Ñχ0

N̂χ0
.

Using the character ξ̂∈ Irr(N̂ξ) from assumption (iii.2) and Res
̂Nξ

̂Nξ,η
(η̂)∈ Irr(N̂ξ,η)

from (iv.2), the construction of the proof of [CS17, Prop. 5.13(ii)] gives an extension

of χ0 to N̂χ0
/
〈
vF̂

〉
. According to the reformulation of the statement in terms of

characters of N and Ñ from the beginning of the proof, this implies the statement.
�

In the study of normalizers of Sylow d-tori in [S10a,S10b,CS17] it is important
first to understand the situation where the centralizer of the Sylow d-torus is a torus,
which is equivalent to the fact that d is a regular number of (G, F ), respectivelyWφ;
see also [S10a, Def. 2.4]. In this so-called regular case and type Al the considerations
in Section 5 of [CS17] have established a strategy to verify the assumptions of
Theorem 4.3. The next statement clarifies the necessary computations that have
to be performed in that case.

Theorem 4.4. Let d be a regular number for (G, F ). Assume that there exists an
element v ∈ V with the following properties:

(i) ρ(v)φ is a ζ-regular element of Wφ in the sense of [Sp74] for some primitive
d-th root of unity ζ ∈ C; see also [S10a, Def. 2.5].

(ii) ρ(Vd) = Wd with Vd := V vF and Wd := CW (ρ(v)).
(iii) There exists an extension map Λ0 with respect to Hd := HvF � Vd such

that:
(iii.1) Λ0 is V̂d-equivariant with V̂d := V E ∩ N̂ .

(iii.2) If D is non-cyclic, Λ0(λ) extends for every λ ∈ Irr(Hd) to some λ̂ ∈
Irr((V̂d)λ) with vF̂ ∈ ker(λ̂).

(iv) Let C := TvF , C̃ := T̃vF , N := NvF , Wd := N/C and Ŵd := N̂/C.

For ξ ∈ Irr(C) and ξ̃ ∈ Irr(C̃ | ξ) let W
˜ξ := N

˜ξ/C, Wξ := Nξ/C, K :=

NWd
(Wξ,W˜ξ) and K̂ := N

̂Wd
(Wξ,W˜ξ). Then there exists for every η0 ∈

Irr(W
˜ξ) some η ∈ Irr(Wξ | η0) such that

(iv.1) η is K̂η0
-invariant.
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(iv.2) If D is non-cyclic, η extends to some η̂ ∈ Irr(Ŵη) with vF̂ ∈ ker(η̂).

Then for every Sylow d-torus S0 of (G, F ), N0 := NG(S0)
F , Ñ0 := N

˜G(S0)
F and

ψ ∈ Irr(Ñ0) there exists some ψ0 ∈ Irr(N0 | ψ) such that

(1) O0 = (G̃F ∩O0)� (D ∩O0) for O0 := GF (G̃F �D)S0,ψ0
,

(2) ψ0 extends to (G�D)S0,ψ0
.

This ensures that assumption 2.12(vi) of [S12] is satisfied with that choice of groups.

Proof. We prove that in the above situation the assumptions of Theorem 4.3 are
satisfied.

Since ρ(v)φ is a ζ-regular element of Wφ the Sylow d-torus S of (T, vF ) is a
Sylow d-torus of (G, vF ) according to [S09, Rem. 3.2 and Lem. 3.3]. Accordingly
4.3(i) holds.

Note that C̃ := C
˜G(S)vF coincides with T̃vF and is hence abelian. For T :=

Irr(C) every ξ ∈ T satisfies C̃ ⊆ Ñξ and hence Ñξ = (NC̃)ξ = C̃Nξ. This ensures
4.3(ii.1). Analogous computations verify 4.3(ii.2). By the choice T := Irr(C) it

contains some C̃-transversal.
The equation ρ(Vd) = Wd and the extension map Λ0 allow us to construct

an extension map Λ as required in 4.3(iii): Note that N = VdC and N̂ = V̂dC.
Following the proof of [S09, 4.3] there exists a unique extension map Λ with respect
to C �N such that

Res
Nξ

Vd,ξ
(Λ(ξ)) = Res

Vd,ξ0

Vd,ξ
(Λ0(ξ0)) for every ξ ∈ Irr(C)

with ξ0 := ResCHd
(ξ). By the construction Λ is V̂d and hence N̂ = V̂dC-equivariant.

(This is assumption 4.3(iii.1).) For any ξ ∈ Irr(C) and λ := ResCHd
(ξ) we have N̂ξ =

C(V̂d)ξ and (V̂d)ξ ≤ (V̂d)λ; this implies that there exists an extension ξ̂ of ξ to N̂ξ

with Res
̂Nξ

(̂Vd)ξ
(ξ̂) = Res

(̂Vd)λ

(̂Vd)ξ
(λ̂). This character ξ̂ has then the properties required

in 4.3(iii.2). Since the last assumptions coincide one sees that all assumptions of
Theorem 4.3 hold and hence the statement follows from it. �

The following remark helps in the verification of the assumptions.

Remark 4.5. Note that if F = Fm
0 and |E1| = 1 we have N̂ = N �E, where E acts

trivially on V and hence Vd. This implies that assumption 4.4(iii) holds whenever
maximal extendibility holds for Hd �Vd since then a Vd-equivariant extension map
for Hd � Vd exists.

5. The local condition in type C

From now on we concentrate on the case where the underlying root system is of
type Cl (l ≥ 1). The aim of this section is to prove the following statement.

Theorem 5.1. Assume that in Notation 4.1 the root system of G is of type Cl and
p �= 2. Let d be a positive integer, S0 be a Sylow d-torus of (G, F ), N0 := NG(S0)

F ,

Ñ0 := N
˜G(S0)

F and ψ ∈ Irr(Ñ0). There exists some ψ0 ∈ Irr(N0 | ψ) such that

(i) O0 = (G̃F ∩O0)� (D ∩O0) for O0 := GF (G̃F �D)S0,ψ0
and

(ii) ψ0 extends to (GF �D)S0,ψ0
.

We must now introduce some specific roots and subgroups.
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Notation 5.2. We assume that p �= 2, the root system of G and its system of
simple roots Δ := {α1, . . . , αl} is given as in [GLS, 1.8.8]. We identify the Weyl
group W of G, a Coxeter group of type Cl with the subgroup of bijections σ on
{±1, . . . ,±l} with σ(−i) = −σ(i) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l; see also [S10a, §5]. This group
is denoted by S±l. Via the natural identification of the symmetric group Sl with
a quotient of S±l, the map ρ : N → W induces an epimorphism ρ : V → Sl. Note
that for this type the group E1 of graph automorphisms is trivial and D is cyclic.

We first concentrate on the case where d is a regular number of (G, F ) in the
sense of [S10a, Def. 2.4]. By [S10a, Table 1] this implies d | 2l. For that case we
successively ensure the assumptions of Theorem 4.4. At the end of this section we
give the proof of Theorem 5.1.

5.A. Construction of some Sylow d-torus. For the construction of a Sylow
d-torus we first choose a Sylow d-twist in the sense of [S09, Def. 3.1] using v0 :=
v1 . . . vl, where vk := nαk

(1) ∈ G. Note that ρ(v0) = (1, 2, . . . , l,−1,−2, . . . ,−l).

Let v = v
2l
d
0 and let d0 be the length of the ρ(v)-orbits. Then

d0 :=

{
d 2 � d,
d
2 2 | d.

Let a be the number of ρ(v)-orbits of ρ(v) on {1, . . . , l}, hence a = l
d0
.

For the study of v it is helpful to use the braid group B of type Cl, the element
w0 ∈ B, corresponding to the longest element of W and the natural epimorphism
from B to V as given in Remark 3.2 of [S09]. By the definition of v0 as a Coxeter-
like element we see that v is the image of a d-th good root of w2

0 in B in the sense
of [BMi97, Def. 3.8]. By [S10a, Rem. 3.3(c)] this implies

ρ(Vd) = CW (ρ(v)),(5.1)

or equivalently N = VdT
vF for Vd := CV (v). Note CW (ρ(v)) = C2d0

�Sa by com-
putations in S±l. According to [S09, Lem. 3.3], some Sylow d-torus S of (G, vF ) is
contained in T. Altogether we see that the assumptions 4.4(i) and 4.4(ii) hold.

Next we verify assumption 4.4(iii) for the element v. Recall Hd = CH(v).

Theorem 5.3. Maximal extendibility holds with respect to Hd � Vd.

Following Remark 4.5 this implies assumption 4.4(iii) in our case.

Proof. The proof of the statement is divided into two parts. First the structure of
Vd is analyzed in detail and then the extensions are constructed.

Let v := ρ(v) and Ok be the v-orbit on {1, . . . , l} containing k. Since a = l
d0

the sets O1, . . . ,Oa give a disjoint partition of {1, . . . , l}. For 1 ≤ k ≤ a let
hk :=

∏
i∈Ok

h2ei(−1). By Chevalley relations hk ∈ Hd is an involution. As for any

h ∈ H there exists ti ∈ {±1} such that h =
∏l

i=1 h2ei(ti) we see Hd = CH(v) =
〈h1〉 × · · · × 〈ha〉. Hence Hd is an elementary abelian 2-group of rank a.

Similarly we determine elements of Vd. Note that ρ(Vd) is a wreath product.
Associated to its structure we choose elements in Vd that get mapped to generators
of the base groups in (C2d0

)a, and involutions generating the symmetric group. If
2 | d let

c1 := (1, a+ 1, . . . , a(d0 − 1) + 1,−1,−a− 1, . . . ,−a(d0 − 1)− 1) ∈ CW (ρ(v)).
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This is the cycle of ρ(v) containing 1. If 2 � d let

c′1 :=(1, 2a+ 1, 4a+ 1, . . . , (d− 1)a+ 1,−a− 1, . . . ,−(d− 1)a− 1)

(−1,−2a− 1,−4a− 1, . . . ,−(d−1)a− 1,+a+ 1, . . . , (d−1)a+1)∈CW (ρ(v)).

Let c1 := c′1
∏d−1

i=0 (ia + 1,−ia − 1) ∈ CW (ρ(v)). Note that c′1 is the pair of cycles
of ρ(v) (written as product of disjoint cycles) containing ±1.

Equation (5.1) implies that there is some c1 ∈ Vd with ρ(c1) = c1. Next we prove
that for Φ1 := Φ∩〈±ei | i ∈ O1〉 and VO1

:= 〈nα(±1) | α ∈ Φ1〉 some c1 ∈ VO1
∩Vd

satisfies ρ(c1) = c1. By definition nα(±1)2 ∈ H. Hence c1 is contained in TVO1
.

Clearly VO1
∩T ≤ H. Hence c1 ∈ V implies c1 ∈ HVO1

. By the Chevalley relations
we see that H = (VO1

∩H)×H ′ for some subgroup H ′ ≤ H and hence

HVO1
= VO1

×H ′.

Then c1 = c′1h for unique c′1 ∈ VO1
and h ∈ H ′. Here (VO1

)v = VO1
and (H ′)v = H ′

imply c′1 ∈ CVO1
(v). Accordingly some c1 ∈ (VO1

)vF satisfies ρ(c1) = c1. By this

construction 〈c1, h1〉 = (VO1
)vF .

For 1 ≤ k ≤ (a − 1), let pk :=
∏d0−1

i=0 vk
vi

. Using nα(±1)nβ(±1) = nsβ(α)(±1)
from [GLS, 1.12.1(j)] together with the commutator formula from [GLS, 1.12.1(b)]
we see

ρ(pk)(Ok) = Ok+1 and ρ(pk)(Ok+1) = Ok.

Moreover pk ∈ Vd since vd0 ∈ Z(V ). Like before straightforward computations
show pk ∈ VOk∪Ok+1

, where VOk∪Ok+1
:= 〈nα(±1) | α ∈ Φk,k+1〉 with Φk,k+1 :=

Φ ∩ 〈±ei | i ∈ Ok ∪Ok+1〉.
Recall v := ρ(v). The square of pk satisfies

p2k =

d0−1∏
i=0

(vk
vi

)2 =

d0−1∏
i=0

he
vi(k)

−e
vi(k+1)

(−1) =
∏

j∈Ok∪Ok+1

h2ej (−1) = hkhk+1 ∈ Hd.

Note that since the elements v1, . . . , va−1 satisfy the braid relations this applies also
to pk. For 2 ≤ k ≤ a let ck := (c1)

p1···pk−1 .
Clearly it is sufficient to prove that the characters of some Vd-transversal in

Irr(Hd) extend to their inertia group in Vd. Recall that Hd = 〈h1〉 × · · · × 〈ha〉.
Accordingly every λ ∈ Irr(Hd) can be written as λ1 × · · · × λa with λk ∈ Irr(〈hk〉).
Since Vd acts on Hd via permutation of the groups 〈hk〉 and | 〈hk〉 | = 2 every
character of Hd is Vd-conjugate to some λ = λ1 × · · · × λa ∈ Irr(Hd) where there
exists some integer k0 (0 ≤ k0 ≤ a) with

o(λk) =

{
1 k ≤ k0,

2 k > k0.

Note that such a character satisfies

λck = λ for all 1 ≤ k ≤ a and λpk = λ for all 1 ≤ k < a with k �= k0.

This proves (Vd)λ = CS, where C := Hd 〈ci′ | 1 ≤ i′ ≤ a〉 and S := 〈pk|1 ≤ k
< a, k �= k0〉.

Let Λ1 be an extension map for 〈h1〉 � 〈c1, h1〉. It exists since 〈c1, h1〉 / 〈h1〉 is
cyclic. Let Λk be the extension map with respect to 〈hk〉� 〈hk, ck〉 that is obtained
by conjugating Λ1 with p1 · · · pk−1.
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The character

λ̃ := Λ1(λ1)× · · · × Λa(λa) ∈ Irr(〈h1, c1〉 × · · · × 〈ha, ca〉)
is pk-invariant for 1 ≤ k < a with k �= k0 by the definition of the extension maps
Λk′ . Note that S is a supplement of C in (Vd)λ. Since ρ(S) is the direct product
of two symmetric groups

S ∩Hd =
〈
p2k | 1 ≤ k ≤ a, k �= k0

〉
by the presentation of the symmetric groups as Coxeter groups. By the above

computations of p2k we see S ∩ Hd ≤ ker(λ). According to [CS17, Lem. 5.8(a)] λ̃

and hence λ extend to some λ̂ ∈ Irr((Vd)λ) with λ̂(S) = 1. �

In the next step we verify assumption 4.4(iv). Note that D is cyclic. We recall
the action of N := NvF on C := TvF from [S10a], then we describe the groups Wξ

and W
˜ξ for ξ ∈ Irr(C) and ξ̃ ∈ Irr(C̃ | ξ) and study their characters.

We assume a chosen group isomorphism (Q/Z)p′ ∼= F
×
p and the usual embedding

Q/Z → C×.

Notation 5.4. In the following let ε = (−1)
d
d0 . We identify Cqd0−ε, as the cyclic

group of order qd0 − ε with (a subgroup of) F×
qd

and let the group Gal(Fqd/Fq)×C2

act on it by Frobenius endomorphisms and inversion. Let G ≤ Gal(Fqd/Fq) × C2

be defined by

G :=

{
Gal(Fqd/Fq)× C2 , if d = d0,

Gal(Fqd/Fq) , if d = 2d0.

Note that G is cyclic, 2 | |G| and the involution of G acts on Cqd0−ε by inversion.
Accordingly for ξ ∈ Irr(Cqd0−ε) the statements 2 | |Gξ| and o(ξ) ∈ {1, 2} are
equivalent.

Let f and n be two positive integers with 2 | f . We write (h1, . . . , hn)σ for the
elements of Cf �Sn, where hi ∈ Cf and σ ∈ Sn. Via Cf ≤ C× we define by

(h1, . . . , hn)σ �→
(∏

i

hi

) f
2

a linear character μ ∈ Irr(Cf �Sn) of order 2.

Proposition 5.5. (a) C = TvF ∼= (Cqd0−ε)
a is the direct product of a cyclic

group of order qd0 − ε.
(b) Let R be a G-transversal of Irr(Cqd0−ε) and ξ ∈ Irr(C) with ξ = ξ1×· · ·×ξa

for ξi ∈ R. Then Wξ =
∏

ζ∈R Gζ � SIζ , where Iζ := {i | ξi = ζ} for ζ ∈ R.

(c) Let ξ̃ ∈ Irr(C̃ | λ), ζ2 ∈ Irr(Cqd0−ε) with o(ζ2) = 2, μ ∈ Irr(Gζ2 � SIζ2 ) be

defined as above and ν ∈ Irr(Wλ) with

ResWλ

Gζ �Snζ
(ν) =

{
1Gζ �Snζ

ζ �= ζ2,

μ ζ = ζ2.

Then W
˜ξ = ker(ν) and W

˜ξ = ker(μ)×
∏

ζ∈R\{ζ2} Gζ � SIζ .
(d) For I ⊆ {1, . . . , a} let

ΔIG := {(h1, . . . , ha) idSa
| hi = 1G for i /∈ I and hi = hj for i, j ∈ I}.
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Let Z := (
∏

ζ∈R ΔIζG) and S be the subgroup of elements σ ∈ Sa that
satisfy:

• for every ζ ∈ R there exists some ζ ′ ∈ R with σ(Iζ) = Iζ′ and Gζ =
Gζ′ ,

• σ(i) < σ(j) for every ζ ∈ R and i, j ∈ Iζ with i < j.
Then NWd

(Wξ) = (ZWξ)� S.
(e) We have Sν = {σ ∈ S | σ(Iζ2) = Iζ2} and NWd

(Wξ,W˜ξ) = (ZWξ)� Sν .

Proof. Part (a) follows from the considerations in [S10a, Sect. 5 and 6]: C ∼=
TvF

1 × · · · ×TvF
a in the terminology of [S10a]. Hence C is the direct product of a

groups isomorphic to Cqd0−ε.
For the proof of (b) we write ξ ∈ Irr(C) as ξ1 × · · · × ξa with ξi ∈ Irr(Cqd0−ε).

Computations with the Chevalley relations show that Vd acts on C by G on
each factor and permutation of the a factors. More precisely an element ci acts
by an element generating G on the i-th factor and pk swaps the k-th and the
(k+1)-st factor. Each character of C is Vd-conjugate to one considered here. Then
straightforward computations show the statement.

In order to prove part (c) recall that the center of G is generated by the element∏l
i=1 h2ei(−1); see also [GLS, Table 1.12.6]. This implies that C̃ can be embedded

into the central product of (C2(qd0−ε))
a and C2q−2. On these groups the induced

action of Wd is given by the action of a generating element of G on C2(qd0−ε) via

ψ �→ ψ−ε((qd0−ε)+q). For each ζ ∈ R one chooses some extension ζ̃ ∈ Irr(C2(qd0−ε)).

For each ζ ∈ R we have |Gζ : G
˜ζ | ∈ {1, 2}. By the above this implies Gζ = G

˜ζ unless

ζ = ζ2.
For part (d) we see Ga as a subgroup of Wd. Then NGa(Wξ) is contained in ZWξ.

On the other hand S = NSa
(Wξ) and NWd

(Wξ)Ga ≤ Ga � S. Those considerations
then prove the statement.

For the last part (e) we see that Z acts trivially on Wξ, and hence ν is Z-stable.
Accordingly Z stabilizes ker(ν). On the other hand NS(W˜ξ) = NS(ker(ν)). For

σ ∈ S we have νσ = ν if and only if σ(Iζ2) = Iζ2 . �

The character theory for the groups Wξ and W
˜ξ is as follows.

Proposition 5.6. For K := NWd
(Wξ,W˜ξ) and η0 ∈ Irr(W

˜ξ) every η ∈ Irr(Wξ | η0)
is Kη0

-invariant.

Proof. As seen in 5.5(e) we have K = ZWξ � Sν . Since Z acts trivially on Wξ it is
sufficient to check if there exists some η that is invariant under Sν,η0

.
As seen in 5.5(d) the groups W

˜ξ and Wξ are direct products of groups indexed

by R which differ only in the factor associated with ζ2: in Wξ the factor associated
with ζ2 is Gζ2 � SIζ2 and in W

˜ξ it is ker(μ).

Hence η0 is the product of characters η0,ζ (ζ ∈ R) with η0,ζ2 ∈ Irr(ker(μ)) and
η0,ζ ∈ Irr(Gζ � SIζ ) for ζ ∈ R \ {ζ2}. Analogously η ∈ Irr(Wξ | η0) is the product of
ηζ ∈ Irr(Gζ � SIζ ) with η0,ζ = ηζ for ζ �= ζ2 and ηζ2 ∈ Irr(Gζ2 � SIζ2 | η0,ζ2).

Let σ ∈ Sν,η0
. We see that by definition σ acts trivially on the factor related to

ζ2. On the other hand this is the only factor in which η0 and η differ. Accordingly
the character η is σ-invariant. �

The previous statement ensures the assumption 4.4(iv). In the proof of Theorem
5.1 we can focus on the case where d is a non-regular number of (G, F ).
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. If d is a regular number of (G, F ), then by the previous
results we can apply Theorem 4.4 and thus obtain Theorem 5.1 in that case.

In the remaining case we apply Theorem 4.3 by deducing the required assump-
tions from results known in the regular case. According to results from [S10b] the
groups considered in the non-regular case are closely related to groups occurring in
the regular case.

Let d0 := d for odd d and d0 := d
2 otherwise. Let l′ be the maximal multiple

of d0 with l′ ≤ l. For a := l′

d0
let v := (v1 · · · vl′−1n2el′ (−1))a. Then T contains

a Sylow d-torus S of (G, vF ) according to [S10b, 3.2]. (This ensures assumption
4.3(i).)

Let C := CG(S)vF , C̃ := C
˜G(S)vF and N := NG(S)vF . Let G1, T1 and G2

be defined as in [S10b, 2.2, 2.3]. Let T1 := TvF
1 and G2 := GvF

2 . By the proof of
[S10b, 5.2] we see C = T1 ×G2, where d is a regular number of (G1, F |G1

), S is a
Sylow d-torus of (G1, F |G1

) and G2
∼= Sp2l′(q) for some l′ ≤ l.

According to the proof of [S10b, 5.1] the group N := NGvF (S) satisfies N =
N1 × G2, where N1 := NG1

(S)vF . Accordingly any character ξ ∈ Irr(C) can be
written as ζ × θ with ζ ∈ Irr(T1) and θ ∈ Irr(G2). By the proof of [S10b, 5.2] we
have [N1, G2] = 1, Nξ = N1,ζ ×G2 and hence Wξ = W ′

ζ for W ′ := N1/T1.

By the description of Z(G) given in [GLS, Table 1.12.1] we see that the diagonal
automorphism ofGvF induced by an element ofT induces a diagonal automorphism
of GvF

1 on GvF
1 and a diagonal automorphism of GvF

2 on GvF
2 . Any diagonal

automorphism of GvF induced by some element of T acts trivially on Irr(T1).
Analogously the field automorphism F0 induces field automorphisms of GvF

1 and
of GvF

2 .

By Theorem 3.1, θ satisfies (Ñ�E)θ = Ñθ�Eθ. Since Ñ and N act the same on

Irr(T1), this implies for ξ = ζ × θ the equation ÑIndN
C (ξ) �EIndN

C (ξ) = (ÑE)IndN
C (ξ).

This proves 4.3(ii) for T = Irr(C).
By the proof of Theorem 4.4 there exists some N1�E-equivariant extension map

Λ1 with respect to T1 � N1. Let Λ be the extension map with respect to C � N
given by ζ × θ �→ Λ1(ζ)× θ. By this construction Λ is NE-equivariant as required
in 4.3(iii).

It remains to prove that for every ξ ∈ Irr(C) the characters of Wξ satisfy the
assumption 4.3(iv). The group Wξ coincides with Wζ because of [N1, G2] = 1.

Let ξ̃ ∈ Irr(C̃ξ | ξ). If C̃ξ = CC
˜C(G) we have W

˜ξ = Wζ = Wξ. In that case the

assumption is clear. If C̃ = C̃ξ the character θ is C̃-invariant and W
˜ζ = W

˜ξ where

ζ̃ is an extension of ζ to T̃1 where T̃1 := {t ∈ T1 | F (t)t−1 ∈ Z(G1)}. The groups
W ′, Wζ and W

˜ζ occur in the regular situation for the group (G1, vF |G1
). In the

previous section we have proven that those groups satisfy 4.4(iv). This implies the
analogous condition 4.3(iv). Altogether this verifies the required assumptions from
Theorem 4.3 and implies the statement of Theorem 5.1. �

6. Proof of Theorem 1

For the proof of Theorem 1 by an application of Theorem 2.12 of [S12] we
construct another extension map and another character correspondence. Now G

and G̃ are as in Section 3 and 5.
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Theorem 6.1. There exists an ÑE-equivariant extension map Λ̃ for Irr(C̃) with

respect to C̃ � Ñ that is compatible with the action of Irr(C̃|1C) by multiplication.

Proof. Let Λ be theNE-equivariant extension map for Irr(C) with respect to C�N .
In the regular case the existence of Λ follows from Theorem 5.3 by the proof of
Theorem 4.3. In the other case such a map was constructed in the proof of Theorem
5.1.

For characters ξ := ζ × θ ∈ Irr(C) and ξ̃ ∈ Irr(C̃ | ξ) with Res
˜C
C ξ̃ = ξ we define

Λ̃(ξ̃) as the common extension of ξ̃ and Res
Nζ×θ

N
˜ξ

(Λ(ζ × θ)); see [S09, 4.2].

Let T2 ⊆ Irr(G2) be a C̃E-transversal of the set of non-C̃-invariant characters of

G2. Then T2 is an ÑE-transversal of the same set. Let θ ∈ T2 and ξ̃ ∈ Irr(C̃ | θ).
Then Res

˜C
C ξ̃ is not irreducible. Let ζ ∈ Irr(T1) with ξ̃ ∈ Irr(C̃ | ζ × θ). Then

there exists a unique extension of ξ̃ in Irr(Ñ
˜ξ | ResN1,ζ

N
1,˜ξ

(Λ1(ζ)) × θ). We define

this as Λ̃(ξ̃). According to Theorem 3.1 there is a unique way to extend this to

an ÑE-equivariant extension map Λ̃. By this construction Λ̃ has all the required
properties. �

We apply this to prove the following theorem that ensures assumption 2.12(iv)
of [S12].

Theorem 6.2. Let � be an odd prime with � � q and d the order of q in (Z/�Z)×,

S a Sylow d-torus of (G, F ), N := NG(S) and Ñ := N
˜G(S). Let

G :=
⋃

χ∈Irr�′ (G)

Irr
(
G̃ | χ

)
and

N :=
⋃

ψ∈Irr�′ (N)

Irr
(
Ñ | ψ

)
.

Then there is a (G̃ � D)S-equivariant bijection Ω̃ : G −→ N with Ω̃(G ∩ Irr(G̃ |
ν)) = N ∩ Irr(Ñ | ν) for every ν ∈ Irr(Z(G̃)), and Ω̃(χδ) = Ω̃(χ) Res

˜G
˜N
(δ) for every

δ ∈ Irr(G̃ | 1G) and χ ∈ G.
Proof. Using the extension map from Theorem 6.1 the statement follows from the
proof given in Section 6 of [CS17], where it was applied in type A. �
Proof of Theorem 1. Let � be a prime, S a simple group of Lie type Cl. By [S12, 1.1]
and [MS16] we may assume that � is different from the defining characteristic and
odd. According to [CS13, 5.2] we may assume that the defining characteristic is
odd. According to [GLS, Tab. 6.1.3] the Schur multiplier of S is non-exceptional
and some G defined as in Notation 4.1 (together with Notation 5.2) is the universal
covering group of S.

We now review the assumptions of [S12, 2.12]. Arguing as in the proof of Propo-
sition 7.2 of [CS17] we see that assumption 2.12(i) is satisfied with the groups

G̃ � D defined as in Notation 4.1. Let d be the order of q in (Z/�Z)× and S0

a Sylow d-torus of (G, F ). According to [M07, 5.14] the group N := NG(S0) is

(G̃�D)Q-stable for some Sylow �-subgroup Q of N and hence satisfies 2.12(ii). For

Ñ := N
˜G(S) the quotients G̃/G and Ñ/N are cyclic and hence 2.12(iii) naturally

holds. The remaining assumptions of [S12, 2.12] are the Theorems 3.1, 5.1 and 6.2.
This finishes our proof. �
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Remark 6.3. Note that the prime � has played a rôle only through Theorem 6.2 and
the choice of d for which Theorem 5.1 is applied. It is easy to see that the above
would give Theorem 1 for the prime � = 2 (see [MS16]) by chosing d ∈ {1, 2} to be
the order of q mod 4.
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